An immersion in Perm Opera’s life in Siberia with the ensemble MusicAeterna and its conductor Teodor Currentzis during the recording of Cosi Fan Tutte for Sony Classical.
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**ARTISTIC INFORMATION**

**SYNOPSIS**
This documentary is an immersion in Perm Opera’s life, a Siberian city in full Cultural Revolution, where an ensemble has moved since a few years, MusicAeterna and its conductor, Teodor Currentzis, united by devouring passion for classical musical and the desire to revolutionize musical genre.

We filmed the everyday life of these musicians during the recording by Sony Classical of the masterpiece of Mozart and his librettist da Ponte, *Cosi fan Tutte*, a moment of work and intense sharing far from conventions, fed by exchange, humanity and passion.

**PERFORMERS**

**Musical direction** Teodor Currentzis

1st violin .......................................................... Afanasy Shupin
Dorabella ............................................................... Malena Ernman – Mezzo Soprano
Despina ................................................................. Anna Kasyan – Soprano
Foridiligi .............................................................. Simone Kermes – Soprano
Guglielmo ............................................................ Christopher Maltman – Baritone
Ferrando .............................................................. Kenneth Tarver – Tenor
Don Alfonso ........................................................ Konstantin Wolff – Bass

Orchestra ...................................................................... MusicAeterna

**MUSIC** *Cosi fan Tutte*, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

**LANGUAGE VO** English | LANGUAGES / ST French

**PRODUCTION**

**PRODUCTION COMPANIES** Calle Carmen, in coproduction with Little Tribeca and Mezzo, with the participation of Cinaps TV and the support of the CNC.

**DISTRIBUTION**

**DISTRIBUTION COMPANY** Telmondis Distribution

7, Rue du Dôme | F – 92100 Boulogne Billancourt
Tel/Fax: + 33 1 40 74 76 20 / 09 | www.telmondis.fr

**VIDEO FORMAT** HDCAM, Digibeta, stereo sound and dolby 5.1
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